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Il concorso internazionale di design Trieste 

Contemporanea è nato nel 1995 da 

un’idea di Gillo Dorfles e ogni due anni 

vede progettisti provenienti da 23 paesi 

europei dentro o a ridosso dell’area InCE 

cimentarsi con i temi più originali del design 

contemporaneo.



map pin, l’undicesima edizione del concorso, è stata dedicata al tema del 

turismo culturale in Europa. 

Dopo aver scelto un soggetto originale e distintivo di un luogo sito nei 

paesi a cui il bando era aperto, con l’obiettivo di evidenziarne il valore 

culturale e turistico, i candidati hanno progettato un kit composto da 

un oggetto-souvenir di design contemporaneo inedito e da un flyer 

informativo accompagnatorio. 

I progettisti hanno puntato sulla mappa con il loro personale pin fontane 

di piccole città, castelli, isole con tradizioni popolari condivise, disegni 

urbanistici di capitali o complessi architettonici costruttivisti, o persino 

aree industriali storiche, creando un affresco molto suggestivo delle 

opportunità ancora tutte aperte di valorizzazione e scoperta di luoghi e 

beni culturali materiali o immateriali del nostro continente.

Il concorso prevedeva quest’anno l’assegnazione speciale del Premio 

Trieste al miglior progetto dedicato specificatamente al Tethyshadros 

insularis noto come Dinosauro Antonio, il formidabile adrosauroide 

vissuto circa 70 milioni di anni fa, esposto al Museo Civico di Storia 

Naturale di Trieste e rinvenuto al sito del Villaggio del Pescatore in 

provincia di Trieste. Il premio è promosso in collaborazione con il Museo 

Civico di Storia Naturale di Trieste a vent’anni dal ritrovamento. 



The international design contest Trieste 

Contemporanea was founded in 1995 from 

an idea of Gillo Dorfles and every two years 

sees candidates from 23 European countries 

in or near the area CEI engaged with 

the most original issues of contemporary 

design.



map pin, the eleventh edition of the competition, has been dedicated to 

the theme of cultural tourism in Europe. 

After choosing a subject which is an original and distinctive feature of 

a place in one of the countries within the purview of the competition, 

and with the aim of highlighting its cultural and touristic value, 2014 

contestants produced a kit consisting of an original souvenir-item of 

contemporary design.

With their personal pin the designers have focused on the map fountains 

of small towns, castles, islands with shared folk traditions, historical urban 

plans or constructivist buildings, or even industrial areas creating a very 

impressive fresco of the opportunities still open to all development and 

discovery of places and of tangible or intangible cultural heritage of our 

continent.

This year the competition also has awarded a special Trieste Prize for the 

best original project on the set topic of the Tethyshadros insularis, known 

as Antonio the Dynosaur, a wonderful Hadrosauroid that lived some 70 

million years ago displayed at the Civico Museo di Storia Naturale of 

Trieste and found in Villaggio del Pescatore in the province of Trieste. 

The award is supported by the Civico Museo di Storia Naturale of Trieste 

and marks the twentieth anniversary of the discovery of the remains.







Simone Bellan / Nicolò Luppino (ITALy), 

Milan Deliyski (BuLGArIA), Eva Kania / 

David Smid (CzECH rEPuBLIC), Kaja Kisilak 

/ Lea Bradaševic (SLoVENIA), Dolores 

Ljubic / Katarina Cendak (CroATIA), 

Claudia Mascia (ITALy), Anesia Mervcich 

(CroATIA), Laura Pozzar (ITALy), Sara Sossi 

(ITALy) – PrEMIo GILLo DorFLES, Ivana 

Sovilj (SErBIA) – PrEMIo INCE, Neringa 

Svišciauskaite (LITHuANIA), Dominik uhlír 

(CzECH rEPuBLIC) – PrEMIo BEBA, oleg 

Vereshchagin / Irina olenina (uKrAINE), 

roberto zanon / Greta Bignami (ITALy) – 

PrEMIo TrIESTE
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villaggio del pescatore, trieste, italy

dinosauro antonio / antonio, the dinosaur

Tethyshadros insularis is the biggest dinosaur ever discovered in Italy 

and one of the most complete in the world. Since the time when it 

was discovered in 1994 in the Villaggio del Pescatore near Trieste, this 

primitive Hadrosauroid has been known with the nickname “Antonio”. 

Its skeleton is exceptionally maintained and jointed in anatomical 

connection and is now kept at the Civico Museo di Storia Naturale in 

Trieste.
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timbro / stamp

‘the mark of antonio’

simone bellan, nicolò luppino ( italy, 1980 / 

1978 )

professione / profession: industrial and product designers

Antonio has always been there, hidden among the limestone rocks of 

Villaggio del Pescatore. When humankind had not appeared yet, he was 

already there. He was there when the great ancient civilizations were 

born, as well as during the Middle Ages and the renaissance. He heard 

the industrial revolution and the din of the bombs during the World Wars. 

Eventually, in 1994, he was discovered. Now his fossil is displayed at the 

Town Museum of Natural History in Trieste.

Antonio is an important witness of our history and for this reason we 

have decided to emphasize his value with a playful-educational object, in 

order to promote local tourism and the territory. The iconic shape of the 

final product resembles the egg that brought Antonio to life. His adult 

silhouette appears on the outside. Inside there is a stamp with the shape 

of his fossil. The stamp can be used on postcards and photos to place on 

the souvenir itself, leaving the mark of Antonio’s history.
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kyustendil, bulgaria

fontana pubblica a kyustendil / public fountain in kyustendil 

Kyustendil is a town in the far west of Bulgaria, near the borders of Serbia 

and the republic of Macedonia.
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tappo per bottiglia / bottle stopper

untitled

milan deliyski ( bulgaria, 1951 )

professione / profession: designer

Walking through Kyustendil town a man suddenly meets many of these 

relics of the past. I choose this fountain, because it combines the past and 

the present.

The water from the spring on the picture (the lion) is not offered as 

bottled on the Bulgarian market. 

Both night and day people go there and pour mineral water. My design is: 

this souvenir to be put on the cap of the bottle and to be offered instead 

of a company label or of a trade mark. As well it would be of interest for 

the foreign guests of Kyustendil, who come from Greece, Macedonia, 

Serbia, Turkey etc. As the water is not bottled and it has not a graphic 

sign, I designed this three-dimensional image as a symbol of the mineral 

springs of the town.
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kouty, trebíc, czech republic

kouty

Kouty is a Czech town in the district of Trebíc in the Vysocina region.
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spilla / pin

‘where the dog died’

eva kania, david smid ( czech republic, 1986 

/ 1986 )

professione / profession: designers

Kouty: a very small village in Central Bohemia. 

247 inhabitants live here.

Here there is nothing to do. It´s in the middle of nowhere. 

Boondocks. Backwater. Hinterland.

Czechs say: “The dog died here“ (It was too boring for him.)
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secovlje, koper, slovenia

parco naturale delle saline di sicciole / the secovlje salina nature park

The Secovlje Salina Nature Park sits on the southern coast of the 

Slovenian shore and is one of the most significant natural and cultural 

landmarks of Slovenia.
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kit per cristalli di sale / kit for salt crystals

‘salina’

kaja kisilak, lea bradaševic ( slovenia, 1986 / 

1987 )

professione / profession: graphic designers

At the Secovlje Park, in the land of symbiosis between nature and man, 

the past and present still walk hand in hand. A more than 700 year old 

ancient method of salt-making created and preserved a unique salina 

landmark with both an exemplary biotic diversity and a rich cultural 

heritage. Centuries-old activity with traditional tools didn’t only create an 

aromatic salt, but allowed the creation of a rich nature park - the pearl 

of natural and cultural heritage of Slovenian Istria. To fully understand 

the remarkable process of obtaining salt, it is necessary to understand 

the formation of the single salt crystal. In front of you there’s not only a 

souvenir, but also an interesting experimental kit for growing salt crystals. 

‘Salina’ is a souvenir that grows with you. When it finishes growing what 

remains is a story about salt and time.
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zagreb, croatia

il disegno a ferro di cavallo di lenuzzi per il verde urbano di zagabria / 

the design in the shape of a horseshoe for zagreb’s green urban spaces

This green oasis conceived by architect Milan Lenuzzi and named after its 

shape ‘The Green Horseshoe’, is made up of a series of squares and parks 

and is located in the very heart of the city of zagreb. Inspired by Vienna 

and Paris, it is a significant urban development in the history of Croatian 

architecture, and includes, among others, zrinjevac and the Botanical 

Garden.
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cioccolatini / chocolates

‘lenuzzi’s horseshoes’

dolores ljubic, katarina cendak ( croatia, 

1983 / 1983 )

professione / profession: designers

Concept: We took chocolate (we have a big chocolate factory in zagreb 

- Kraš) as a souvenir that everyone will want to take home but made it to 

be a real souvenir - a souvenir that reflects the cultural and architectural 

history of zagreb. That is the Lenuzzi’s horseshoe or Lenuzzijeva potkova 

(in Croatian).

Milan Lenuzzi plays a significant role in the cultural history of zagreb 

(capital city of Croatia).

There are 8 squares that are part of the horseshoe and we took their 

names, (as we call them - shortened names) as names of chocolates. Each 

flavour represents one square and when they are bought as a souvenir, 

in packaged boxes, they are sorted as the squares in Lenuzzi’s horseshoe 

and that is symbolic.

Also in the box there is a brochure where you can read all about Lenuzzi’s 

horseshoe.
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04   DIY mobile kit “filo di vento”      flyer | size: A6 | recycled paper | FSC-certified

front side   english language back side   italian language

sardegna, italy

danza popolare della sardegna / the sardinian folk dance

The dance as a codified and identity expression is a public fact tied to 

local events, weddings or religious festivals, during which people wear 

the traditional costume. At its most ancestral and private form, it is a 

moment of sharing and relationship between adults and children. The 

Sardinian dance is an intangible asset with a strong cultural value spread 

throughout the Italian island; it is also a tourist attraction not adequately 

appreciated, and that promotes a novel knowledge of the territory.
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giostrina per culle / mobile for cots 

‘thread of wind’

claudia mascia ( italy, 1979 )

professione / profession: architect

The kit ‘thread of wind’ consists of a mobile (for cots or pushchairs) small 

in size, which accompanies the child from her/his birth, and eventually 

becomes a decorative element of the domestic space. The mobile 

represents the shape of the traditional costume of Desulo, one of the 

most famous and meaningful costumes of Sardinia, and it is meant to 

symbolize - with the movement of the parts generated by the motion of 

the air - the movement of the body dancing. 
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rijeka, croatia

tombini di fiume / rijeka’s manholes

rijeka is the principal seaport and the third-largest city in Croatia (after 

zagreb and Split). It is located on Kvarner Bay, an inlet of the Adriatic Sea. 
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posacenere / ashtray

‘above water’

anesia mervcich ( croatia, 1986 )

professione / profession: product designer

As a product designer, I noticed many industrial products from the 

glory days of industrial production in rijeka that lays undetected and 

unprotected. I decided to concentrate my energies on the manholes 

after noticing that they are literally disappearing (especially from the 

historic centre where the cars are not allowed and it is a lame excuse 

to blame the non-existing traffic). This kit is thought as a game where 

the customers become part of a community that is mapping and taking 

notice of the old manholes still remaining in town. Also, it is a great way 

of acknowledging the turbulent and vivid past full of different cultures 

that made rijeka the cosmopolitan city that it is today. 

Why an ashtray? It’s not my intention to encourage people to smoke, but 

the ashtray is the result of observing the people´s behaviour towards the 

manholes. Mainly, people tend to throw cigarette butts in the sewers or 

in the water drainage systems.
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trieste, italy

museo di storia naturale di trieste / museum of natural history of trieste
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gadget

‘tooth-map-pin’

laura pozzar ( italy, 1981 )

professione / profession: artist

The objective of the project is to give further value to the three major 

attractions of the Museum of Natural History of Trieste which has recently 

been redesigned in a modern key, with an original stand construction able 

to re-evaluate the scientific, cultural and educational offer, becoming a 

valuable and innovative attraction for local and international tourism. The 

new staging has been able to revitalize exceptional and unique finds in 

the world, such as  the Dinosaur Antonio, an extraordinary fossil crocodile 

which eats only oysters, Carlotta the Shark, and the Man of Lonche who 

preserves the mandible with the first dental filling (dating back over 

6000 years ago) and its equivalent copy in a giant and dismountable size. 

These giants, as the logo of the Museum of Natural History emphasizes, 

have in common a story about teeth, and by the shape of a tooth and its 

elaboration is born the gadget souvenir of the Museum of this project. 

The gadget’s shape calls to mind the figure of the map pin.
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trieste, italy

trieste
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kit per turisti / kit for tourists

‘cromopolis’

sara sossi ( italy, 1987 )

professione / profession: graphic designer

Despite its charm, Trieste persistently remains off the beaten track 

because of its geographical location: being next to fancier neighbours 

Venice and Croatia. However, Trieste still remains on top of the must-see 

places in the world. The cultural and historical value of Trieste is priceless. 

The city is a cultural and religious melting pot. Trieste’s cuisine is inspired 

by Central European countries, despite the fact that the city lies by the 

Adriatic Sea.

This kit is designed for tourists who are keen to explore the city, rather 

than follow a guide. It gives voyagers the opportunity to ‘live’ the city and 

have a personal memory of it. It has a fun component: an interaction with 

monuments. We want to create memories, not objects.

PrEMIo DorFLES / DorFLES AWArD
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korcula, croatia

korcula’s old town

Korcula’s old Town is the main attraction of Korcula Town on the Korcula 

island, Croatia. It is a medieval fortified town that represents one of the 

pearls of the Adriatic Sea and is one of the most beautiful towns of that 

scale in the world.
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souvenir 

untitled

ivana sovilj ( serbia, 1977 )

professione / profession: architect and designer

Korcula’s old Town itself is a monument of art. The streets are arranged in 

a functional pattern allowing free circulation of air but protecting against 

strong winds. However, this strict urban structure resembles the shape of 

a fishbone, which is added as a symbol of the old Town. The project of 

the souvenir represents Korcula’s old Town small scale model in the shape 

of this symbol. 

A diminished 3D network of streets and squares, having the shape of a 

fishbone is made of gold plated material and thus has the colour of a 

wishbone, resembling the myth about wishes granted, as well as the one 

about the goldfish. It indicates the town’s fairytale character, and as a 

sculptural map reflects its ‘soul’.

PrEMIo INCE / CEI AWArD
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raudone, lithuania

castello di raudone / the raudone castle

raudone is a town on the Neman river in Taurage County, Lithuania. 

The town is primarily known for its castle. under the leadership of King 

John of Bohemia and Duke Henry XIV of Lower Bavaria, an expedition 

of Teutonic Knights and other crusaders founded it in 1337. In honour 

of Henry, the castle was given the German name Bayerburg (Lithuanian: 

raudonpilis), meaning ‘Bavarian(‘s) Castle’.
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caleidoscopio / kaleidoscope

‘raudone castle kaleidoscope’ 

neringa svišciauskaite ( lithuania, 1993 )

professione / profession: art student

The chosen tourist attraction is called raudone Castle.

The castle has been renovated a couple times and today is an example 

of 19th century neo-Gothic architecture. Currently it is turned into a 

secondary school. However, during the tourist season, visitors are allowed 

to enter the 35 m castle tower, which offers a beautiful view of the 

castle’s surroundings. 

I chose to make a raudone Castle Kaleidoscope because of the shape of 

the tower and the multiplied images that kaleidoscope makes - there are 

a number of buildings and towers which make the raudone Castle. 

3 elements make up the inner part of the kaleidoscope: 1. an oak leaf 

- the legend says that under one of raudone Castle oaks our Grand Duke 

Gediminas had a breakfast; 2. the sun/stars; 3. a red tower. All of those 

are the colours of the Lithuanian flag. Also, if the kaleidoscope is viewed 

in the dark - the glowing ‘stars’ can be seen.
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vítkovice, ostrava, czech republic

lower area of vítkovice

The Vítkovice mining area is located right at the heart of ostrava and is 

now a national monument. ostrava is close to the Polish border, in the 

eastern part of the Czech republic. It is the third largest city in the Czech 

republic and the second largest urban agglomeration after Prague. 
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lampada da tavolo / table lamp

untitled

dominik uhlír ( czech republic, 1989 )
professione / profession: architect and designer

As object of my design I chose the Lower Area of Vítkovice, in ostrava, 

east of Czech republic. It is an industrial area, unique by its appearance 

and the fact that it is the only one place in Europe where we can find 

coal mine, coke oven plan and iron and steel works so close together. 

Although it became a national cultural monument and cultural heritage in 

Europe, just a few people know about its beauty and uniqueness. 

The aim of my design is the object of the first blast furnace, which 

dominates the whole area. I created a small lamp from an old used 

piece of steel pipe, which could be produced as well by these factories, 

with a small hole at the bottom. The light flowing from the hole of the 

vertical standing pipe recalls the hot iron flowing from the blast furnace. 

The glowing rusty steel pipe painted from the outside stands for the old 

history of iron in the area and its present reconstruction. 

PrEMIo BEBA / BEBA AWArD
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kharkiv, ukraine

derzhprom building in kharkiv

Kharkiv (ukrainian: Kharkov) is the second-largest city of ukraine, located 

in the north-east of the country. The Derzhprom or Gosprom building is a 

constructivist structure located in Freedom Square.
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braccialetto / bracelet

untitled

oleg vereshchagin, irina olenina ( ukraine, 

1974 / 1972 )
professione / profession: industrial designer / graphic designer

The building was one of a few showcase projects designed when Kharkiv 

(Kharkov) was the capital of the ukrainian SSr. It was built by architects 

Sergei Serafimov, S. Kravets and M. Felger in only three years. It was 

to become the tallest structure in Europe for its time. The building also 

became the most spacious single structure in the world by the year of its 

completion in 1928, to be surpassed by New york’s skyscrapers in 1930s. 

Its unique feature lies in the symmetry which can only be felt at one 

point, in the centre of the square.

The use of concrete in its construction and the system of overhead 

walkways and individual interlinked towers made it extremely innovative. 

It was rated by reyner Banham as one of the major architectural 

achievements of the 1920s in his Theory and Design in the First Machine 

Age and comparable in scale only to the Dessau Bauhaus and the Van 

Nelle factory in rotterdam.
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villaggio del pescatore, trieste, italy

dinosauro antonio / antonio, the dinosaur

Tethyshadros insularis is the biggest dinosaur ever discovered in Italy 

and one of the most complete in the world. Since the time when it 

was discovered in 1994 in the Villaggio del Pescatore near Trieste, this 

primitive Hadrosauroid has been known with the nickname “Antonio”. 

Its skeleton is exceptionally maintained and jointed in anatomical 

connection and is now kept at the Civico Museo di Storia Naturale in 

Trieste.
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set di timbri / set of stamps

‘antonio, play with me’

roberto zanon, greta bignami ( italy, 1963 / 

1988 )
professione / profession: architect / designer

rubber stamps series to ‘revive’ the dinosaur Antonio. The dinosaur 

Antonio, protagonist in the Civic Museum of Natural History of Trieste, is 

also the actor of the rubber stamps series that make up the kit designed, 

dedicated to specific age groups: 6-9 years. The idea was to dismember, 

using a series of independent stamps, the profile of the dinosaur. The 

different parts can be freely reassembled  to ‘animate’ the final design in 

a series of poses, even fantastic, which will stimulate the interpretation 

of the child. The box is made with white cardboard, printed only with 

the profile of the dinosaur in the ‘correct’ position, thinking that the box 

could be stamped by the child while playing. The stamps are economically 

feasible with wooden support and the central pad could also be divided 

into several different colours.

PrEMIo TrIESTE / TrIESTE AWArD
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